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MODEL PROJECT
The present report provides an overall overview of all MODEL major achievements both on a
collective level and in each participating country.
Ten partners from 8 countries were involved in the implementation of the MODEL project while
three observer partners were also involved in the capacity building process:
PROJECT COORDINATOR
Energy Cities the European association of local authorities inventing their energy future
TECHNICAL EXPERT
The Centre for Energy Efficiency EnEffect
NATIONAL COORDINATORS
Bulgaria: Bulgarian Municipal Energy Efficiency Network EcoEnergy
Croatia: Energy Institue Hrvoje Pozar EIHP
Czech Republic: Porsenna
Latvia: Social Economic Fund SEF
Lithuania: Kaunas Regional Energy Agency KREA
Poland: Polish Network "Energie-Cités" PNEC
Romania: Romanian Energy Cities Network OER
Slovenia: Razvojna agencija Sinergija
OBSERVER PARTNERS
Estonia: Regional Energy Centers REC
Hungary: Hungarian Energy Cities network EHÖSZ
Slovakia: Slovak Energy Cities network Citenergo

The MODEL project has been part-financed by the European Commission in the framework of the Intelligent Energy
Europe programme and ADEME, the French Agency for the Environment and Energy Management.
The sole responsibility for the content of this publication lies with the authors. It does not necessarily reflect the opinion of
the European Communities. The European Commission and ADEME are not responsible for any use that may be made
of the information contained therein.
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MAIN RESULTS ACHIEVED BY THE MODEL PROJECT
ON A COLLECTIVE LEVEL

INITIAL OBJECTIVES AND EXPECTED RESULTS
The MODEL project aimed at helping at least 34 local authorities from 8 New Member States and
Candidate Countries to become models for their citizens and fellow municipalities.
To achieve this goal MODEL was organised to act at 3 different levels:
- European level: Energy Cities, EnEffect and the 8 MODEL national partners were involved
in a constant process of exchange of experience, EU added value, common training and
events, coordination, etc.
- National level: the 8 MODEL national coordinators organised various activities to support
the pilot cities and promote the MODEL common framework methodology towards several
other municipalities: training, promotion, information, technical assistance, etc.
- Local level: thanks to the MODEL support the pilot cities developed their human skills,
technical capacities and communication activities and implemented a full set of practical
activities including to raise awareness among their citizens.
With the support of the European Intelligent Energy programme the MODEL project has been
meeting its objectives by:
- assisting its pilot cities to plan, implement and evaluate a full set of activities meant to
improve local energy efficiency, focusing on their overall process management
- improving their practical capacities in the field of energy efficiency and communication with
their citizens on this issue
mainly through the following practical activities:
- establishing a Common Framework Methodology for the development, implementation
and evaluation of Municipal Energy Programmes,
- setting up Energy Management Units within the local administrations to better tackle the
energy issues in all their aspects,
- selecting Shining examples to offer and disseminate further specific information and
lessons throughout EU local communities,
- implementing Municipal Energy Programmes and annual Action Plans,
- organising Municipal Intelligent Energy Days and international awards for enhancing the
competition among the pilot cities,
- disseminating results at local, national and European levels.

43 PILOT CITIES WORKING TOGETHER!
The very first task of the 8 national coordinators consisted in identifying at least 34 local authorities
interested in getting committed to the MODEL objectives and willing to have their local energy
policies improved to enhance a better quality of life of their citizens as well as to become models in
this field.
As a result 43 pilot cities (see table below) representing over 2 million of citizens got involved in
this ambitious project and have been working in order to improve their local energy policies.
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MODEL: A COMPREHENSIVE PROCESS FROM CONCEPTION TO ACTION
Developing a common framework methodology (CFM)
One of the first tasks for the MODEL partners was to define a common framework methodology
that the national coordinators could work on with their pilot cities in order to organise the entire
process of energy management at local level.
This methodology has been developed by EnEffect, the Bulgarian Centre for Energy Efficiency and
MODEL technical expert, in cooperation with all MODEL partners. It has been reviewed by the
project participants in the framework of several workshops and tested under real conditions in the
MODEL pilot municipalities.
The methodology comprises and describes 10 major steps (see figure below) leading to the
adoption of a Municipal Energy Programme (MEP) which is a political document for the
development of the local community and is a subject of the political approval of the local selfgovernment supreme bodies.
That’s why the methodology of MEP’s development is addressed to the local leaders and
specialists. It focuses on the activities that the local authority can undertake in the process of
municipal energy planning. For the elaboration of strictly specialized surveys and analyses that
require specific qualification technical assistance of outside experts or specialized institution should
be sought. Nevertheless, the leading role of the local participants in all stages of the local energy
planning should not be put under doubt.

The MODEL methodology has been comprehensively described in a brochure that is available for
download in 9 languages and free of charge on the www.energymodel.eu website under the
"Downloads" section.
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Setting up Energy Management Units
Beside their work to develop the MODEL
methodology the national coordinators also
supported their pilot cities to set up Energy
Management Units and/or to appoint energy
managers who play a key role in the entire energy
management process.
Of course according to the size and local conditions
the solutions implemented by the pilot cities are
different: appointing some municipal staff member
already involved in energy and/or environmental
issues, hiring external energy managers or officers,
working closely or subcontracting with the local
energy agency, sharing an energy manager or team
with neighbouring cities, etc.
In all cases, these energy people have played a
major role in the implementation of all the MODEL
activities both internally and externally, whether on a
technical point of view or in the communication
aspects.
Collecting the information
With different levels of achievement all MODEL pilot cities have developed and further maintain
Municipal Energy Information Systems to collect all appropriate information that serves as base for
development of the future energy policies as well as for the monitoring and evaluation of their
implementation.
Designing a local energy policy
With the support of the national coordinators all pilot cities used and sometimes adapted the
MODEL methodology to MEPs to prepare their local energy policy: long-term objectives were
determined and described in municipal energy programmes (MEP), concrete measures were
drafted for the first annual action plans (AP), possible funding sources including outside of the
municipal budget were identified and listed in the investment plans (IP).
Most of these political documents have been officially adopted by the city councils or other
appropriate local decision bodies and concrete implementation has already started in many pilot
cities.
As they are numerous and very different from one city to another one it is impossible to list all
foreseen actions here but among the most popular measures one can find:
- maintaining and enriching the municipal energy information system; carrying out energy
audits,
- launching energy saving policies in street lighting, vehicle fleets, office lighting and heating,
etc.,
- sensitizing the citizens about energy issues for example through displaying energy
consumption in public buildings (Display® or similar), awareness raising campaigns (MIED)
- renovating some public buildings such as kindergartens, libraries, sport or cultural facilities
with improved thermal insulation, heating systems, lighting devices, etc.,
- creating of clear municipal energy standards for new building,
- improving street planning, traffic conditions and use of public transport.
More detailed actions can be found in the following pages summarizing the results achieved by
MODEL in each participating country or on the www.energymodel.eu website under the "Pilot
cities" section.
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IMPROVING THE LOCAL CAPACITIES THROUGH EXCHANGE OF EXPERIENCE
Workshop to share and gain experience
The interactive exchange of experience was one of the main methods of common work for the
implementation of the MODEL project.
Five common thematic workshops were organised to
coordinate and evaluate the joint work on the
elaboration of the CFM, to provide feedback and to
build local capacity of key national representatives on
the use of the CFM. These trained specialists now
ensure the continuation of capacity building activities
on the national level in their respective countries.
The MODEL national partners have also organised
regular national training sessions open to all local
energy officers who have gained new ideas and
methods to improve their local actions.
Shining examples pave the way!
There is often no need to reinvent the wheel… and indeed MODEL partners decided to look for
existing good practices and make them available to their pilot cities. This first set of 11 Shining
Examples are indeed successful practices in the development and implementation of MEPs in
several European municipalities that illustrate different approaches and practical solutions under
various political, social and climatic conditions.
The selected Shining Examples have served as reference tools that provided some answers to
most frequently asked questions during the elaboration and execution of MEPs.
A second set of 10 MODEL Shining Examples has been prepared and translated in 8 languages
using some particularly successful experience or action from some MODEL pilot municipalities to
promote the MODEL common methodology and thus enhance replication by other local authorities
in the New Member States and beyond.
These 21 Shining examples may serve as models to follow and thus complement the Guidelines
and the rest of information and reference materials that make the CFM. They are all available in
English as well as in each of the 8 project languages under the “Downloads” sections of the
www.energymodel.eu website.

INVOLVING THE CITIZENS
Municipal Intelligent Energy Days
The MODEL pilot cities took the communication with their citizens and local actors very seriously
as the benefits of communicating actively and openly were twofold: public promotion of local
visions, plans, concrete actions and success on one hand and better involvement and support from
citizens and stakeholders in shaping their energy future on the other.
Thus all MODEL pilot cities organised Municipal Intelligent Energy Days (MIED) and attracted over
120,000 citizens through a wide range of original activities. Performance on ecology issues by the
local theatre in Gornja Radgona (SI), bicycle and roller-skating races in Bulgarian cities, film
festival presenting movies on energy efficiency and climate change in Brasov (RO), energy
efficiency breakfasts for local stakeholders in Lom (BG) and Rakovica (HR)... the full list of
successful events is much longer!
Three main factors may explain the success of these 64 Municipal Intelligent Energy Days:
- a coherent municipal communication strategy ensuring the promotion of energy days
through original advertisement and communication tools as well as excellent cooperation
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-

-

with the media to ensure coverage of local events, direct involvement of elected municipal
representatives (mayor) in the events,
large and strategic permanent partnerships with different local actors such as private
partners, youth club, senior club, associations of tenants, schools and universities, etc.
enabling the organisation of diverse activities and the participation of various target groups,
high diversity of educational actions involving local schools and kindergartens, actions
promoting local public transport and involvement of municipal council, etc.

Furthermore 84 other local authorities have been informed and encouraged to organise such
awareness raising events in the future.
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Displaying energy consumptions
Beyond the European directive that makes it
compulsory, showing the energy consumption of
the public buildings is a very efficient way for local
authorities to raise awareness of citizens and to
show the way towards energy savings!
Although some MODEL pilot cities have not yet
started acting on this vector, a total of 289
buildings were involved in such a campaign either
through the national schemes and/or by joining the
Display® campaign which offers a very easy online
calculation tool enabling the printing of a clear and
reader friendly poster.

MODEL AWARD COMPETITION
A Model award competition was organized in order to both enhance competition among all pilot
cities and to highlight and award the achievements of the best MODEL pilot cities. In 2008 and
2009 two editions of the contest took place and all municipalities from New Member States,
particularly the 43 MODEL pilot cities were invited to participate.
Each year an independent jury was formed with experts who were not
directly involved in MODEL but had extensive knowledge in various fields
such as city management (municipal experts or elected persons),
European policy (Commission's DG TREN), Energy management in CEE
countries, local energy management, communication and awareness
raising campaigns.
After having analysed and evaluated the respectively 30 and 21 excellent
applications that were submitted the MODEL jury decided to award the
following cities:
- 2008: Koprivnice in the Czech Republic, Velenje in Slovenia, Valka
in Latvia, Baia Mare and Brasov in Romania, Lom and Gabrovo in
Bulgaria,
- 2009: Cankova and Velenje in Slovenia, Brasov in Romania and Dobrich in Bulgaria who as
"Best MODEL City" received 5,000 customized thermometers to be used during its next
Municipal Intelligent Energy Days.
The two MODEL Award ceremonies were organised during the
European Sustainable Energy Week.
The second one received the patronage of Mr. Jerzy Buzek, President
of the European Parliament and was part of the final conference
entitled “Central and Eastern European local authorities are acting to
take up new challenges and opportunities” aiming at:
- highlighting
successful
initiatives
contributing
to
the
implementation of the EU energy and climate objectives and
results of 20 years effort to foster sustainable energy policies in
local authorities from Central and Eastern Europe,
- identifying challenges and opportunities the local authorities in the
new member states will be facing in next 20 years in order to
accelerate the rhythm of action, incl. the implementation of the Covenant of Mayors.
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MORE MODEL?
Several New Member States municipalities are interested in MODEL
In each of the 8 participating countries the national partners organised an important survey to
sensitize the local authorities by explaining that each city may improve its local energy actions and
thus save both energy and money that could be used on other important needs.
As a whole, nearly 4000 local representatives were addressed and almost 300 answered the
questionnaire and declared being interested in replicating MODEL methodology and tools. They
would like to receive support for improving their capacity building, developing energy databases,
adopting municipal energy programmes and launching action plans as well as for finding financing
possibilities.
MODEL is heading East!
The support of the Intelligent Energy Europe programme has enabled to set up this common
framework methodology and to disseminate the results and achievements of the MODEL project
towards many other local authorities in particular through a new MODEL project that is supported
by the European CIUDAD programme.
This new project is now addressing stakeholders from EU neighbouring countries and beyond to
better deal with sustainable energy issues at local level at local level.
Indeed, to improve the quality of life of their citizens through bold sustainable energy initiatives,
decision makers from 6 pilot cities in Armenia, Georgia, Moldova and Ukraine decided to follow the
steps of the 43 MODEL pilot cities.
As for their predecessors, they will develop actions to encourage citizens, local decision makers
and stakeholders in taking their own initiatives, thus preparing the ground for sustainable energy
communities.
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MAIN RESULTS ACHIEVED BY MODEL
AT NATIONAL LEVEL:
IN PILOT MUNICIPALITIES / IN THE COUNTRY

Bulgaria
Croatia
Czech Republic
Latvia
Lithuania
Poland
Romania
Slovenia
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BULGARIA

RESULTS OF PILOT CITIES
Setting up EMU and training of EM and officers
-

-

Energy managers were appointed in all seven Bulgarian pilot municipalities. Description of
Bulgarian energy managers may be found in the enclosed MODEL factsheet
(www.energymodel.eu/IMG/pdf/bulgaria_en.pdf).
Energy management units were set-up in six pilot municipalities.
Training courses were organised for 14 energy managers and other technical and/or
economic specialists and decision makers from the seven pilot municipalities.

Starting, developing and completing MEIS
-

All seven pilot municipalities developed and maintain MEIS using special software made for
the member-municipalities of EcoEnergy.
The collected information serves as base for development of the MEPs and for monitoring
of the MEPs’ implementation.

Preparing and adoption MEPs, APs, IPs with list of major foreseen actions
-

-

MEPs were developed and officially approved in six Bulgarian pilot municipalities. All the
seven pilot municipalities developed and officially approved APs&IPs. All those documents
are in process of implementation.
The major foreseen actions in MEPs and annual APs are as follow:
Carrying out of energy audits and implementation of measures for energy efficiency
improvement in municipal and residential buildings and urban transport,
Creating of clear municipal energy standards for new building,
Introduction of alternative variants for heating of the municipality,
Energy efficiency reconstruction of the street lighting system and installation of a
centralized street lighting management system,
Implementation of RES projects,
Implementation of energy efficiency projects financed by OPRD,
Maintaining of Municipal Energy Information Systems,
Conducting of Municipal Intelligent Energy Days,
Development of the activities of the Municipal Energy Efficiency Information Centres
(Information centres were established in four pilot municipalities).
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Launching concrete actions
-

-

-

-

15 MIEDs were organised in 2008 and 2009. Etropole municipality followed the examples of
the seven pilot municipalities and organised MIED in 2009. Detailed information about the
MIEDs’
activities
may
be
found
in
the
enclosed
MODEL
factsheet
(www.energymodel.eu/IMG/pdf/bulgaria_en.pdf).
Two municipalities (Lom and Dobrich) joined the Covenant of Mayors (CoM) during the
project. Lom municipality was the first Bulgarian municipality joined the CoM. The decision
of the Municipal Council was taken on open session during the MIEDs 2008.
30 Bulgarian local authorities (including six MODEL pilot municipalities) were involved into
the Display® campaign. 71 public buildings in pilot municipalities (from total 276 Bulgarian
public buildings) have a Display® poster.
Many partnerships with local companies, educational institutions, civil organisations and
other participants in energy use process were created.

Recognition in award competitions
-

-

In MODEL award competition 2008 Lom municipality won first prize in the category of the
"Best Municipal Intelligent Energy Days" and for Gabrovo municipality was created a
special award category for the "Best Pilot City 2008" in order to highlight its overall
excellent work achieved so far in both categories where Gabrovo appeared to have the
highest rank.
In MODEL award competition 2009 Dobrich municipality categorically won the first prize for
the "Best Pilot City 2009".

Lom municipality

Gabrovo municipality

Dobrich municipality

RESULTS AT COUNTRY LEVEL
Main results of the survey about the number of municipalities consulted and their feedback
-

-

-

34% of Bulgarian municipalities answered the survey. Many municipalities are engaged in
similar process, e.g. development and implementation of MEPs, IPs and Energy efficiency
project, participation in similar EU projects, etc.
The municipalities are interested in replicating MODEL methodology and some tools. They
would like to receive support for capacity building, development of the MEP and finding
financing.
The lessons learnt from MODEL project strongly contribute to the implementation of the
CoM obligations. CFM helps the municipalities to develop their SEAPs.

Any information about the possible impact of MODEL on national legislation, financing
schemes, organisation
-

The results achieved by the pilot municipalities could be easily replicated in all Bulgarian
municipalities. According the Bulgarian Energy Efficiency Act all municipalities are obliged
to develop and implement MEPs and annual APs, to appoint Energy managers and to set
up MEIS.
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-

Nine Bulgarian municipalities already joined the CoM. Four of them are EcoEnergy’s
members.
The municipalities have the possibilities and wish for working in the field of the sustainable
energy. With appropriate methodology as CFM and training specialists they can become
MODELs for their citizens and other stakeholders. Very important is the common work and
strongly involvement of the local stakeholders in energy issues.

RESULTS OF THE ORGANISATION
Improved cooperation with member-municipalities and made better relations with the pilot
municipalities and other municipalities in the country
-

-

the work on the project improved the cooperation with member-municipalities and the
relations with the pilot municipalities and gave opportunities for better relationships with
other stakeholders and the inhabitants,
the widely dissemination of the results achieved by the pilot municipalities (through a
special leaflet) increased the interest of the other municipalities in the country to the energy
efficiency issues and the EcoEnergy’s activities.

Other impact
-

the experience of the coordination of the MODEL project helps EcoEnergy in its work as
supporting structure of the CoM.
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CROATIA
“As the city of Novalja is one of the top three summer destinations at the Croatian coast (Island of
Pag) and the main port on the island of Pag, energy demand and environment management are the
top priority. There are several EE and RES projects which should be implemented in the next period
and the IEE MODEL project will give us clear direction by means of a bottom-down approach. At the
same time, as the City of Novalja does not have energy manager (until now - non-existing
administrative function) this will be an opportunity to upgrade our energy management skills and
give us a bright vision of future energy plans; and through conducting/organizing energy days to
educate local citizens and potential investors.”
Mr. Ivan Dabo, City Mayor of Novalja

“Pirovac is a mainly tourist-oriented small municipality with no industry and with a small number of
SMEs. With the MODEL project we believe that there is an opportunity to solve our internal energy
situation-unbundling energy data, creating data base, etc. as well as raising awareness and
promotion of RES (especially solar energy) among people.”
Mr. Ante Sparica, Mayor of Pirovac municipality

“Rakovica municipality borders with the National park Plitvice Lakes and has high ecology
awareness standards. Regarding the geographical position (mountain region of Croatia with strong
and cold winters) efficiency in energy use, especially in space heating, is the top of priority. The
MODEL Project is recognized as a delightful opportunity to raise local energy standards and energy
efficiency awareness (less financial commitment) through new levels of education and support as a
pre-phase for EE project organisation and implementation. Of course, it could and will be a strong
pylon to give us directions for future energy plans in the municipality and even in a broader sense.”
Mr. Franjo Franjkovic, Mayor of Rakovica

RESULTS OF THE PILOT CITIES
-

-

-

organization and upgrading of capacities of local administration with the objective to
increase efficiency of the municipality - EMU /EM were appointed in all 3 pilot municipalities
and educated on national level with certificate from National energy institute;
All 3 pilot municipalities realised the crucial role of the EM / EMU of being employed in their
LAs to develop the MEPs and platform for energy studies; and to follow the AP
implementation process as well as to be in charge for all the energy issues in
municipalities.
Defining of annual action plans within annual budgets for increasing energy efficiency (EE),
reducing costs and improving environmental protection (AAP) – all 3 municipalities.
All 3 municipalities signed MODEL charter (APs and MEPs) and starting with
implementation EE and RES project.
Defining of a technical platform and digital database for development and implementation of
EE and RES projects (Energy Database) - Energy database for public lighting is finished in
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-

-

-

-

all 3 municipalities and PL reconstruction projects already started. Public building database
and energy labelling will be finished before 6/2012.
All municipalities have started to use more national and international financial support –
Total RES and EE project investment in 4 year period should be:
o 10,9 M€ - Novalja
o 31,7 M€ - Pirovac (with PPP and Bank loan)
o 17,5 M€ - Rakovica (with international support and Bank loan)
Ivanić Grad – (Observer partner) – 1st prize Display Campaign Award (36 public buildings
are involved into the Display® campaign), signed Covenant of Mayors; Mobility week.
Development of the system for education and promotion of sustainable development and
promotion of the efficient use of local resources and environmental protection among
residents - all pilot municipalities organised MIEDs (more than 3000 peoples in total) with
pupils, children and inhabitants – educational programmes, work with SMEs, RES demo
vehicle; Lectures on energy efficiency and renewable energy sources; children EKO,
books, games and T-shirts were given; Site visit to the wind powerplant; Thermographic
pictures of public buildings were made for local energy data base; Ecological transport
demo vehicle was on public dispositional.
Clear long-term strategy in resources’ management due to sustainable development of the
municipality (MEP) and short-term & long-term investment programmes within the city
budget for financing municipality EE and RES projects (Financial Framework) were defined
in all municipalities.
Integral approach in development of future activities and objectives within an energy
efficiency programme according to energy, environmental and socio-economic criteria.
The savings from the implemented projects are estimated at level of 10-20% and in some
cases even more. Concerning that all projects are in preparation stage, the best estimation
of cost savings can be displayed for the public lighting.
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Public lighting system Novalja – E&E data base and energy consumption by sectors (3y.) and baseline and EE scenario
with 4 year period consumption prediction

o

o

o

Novalja
 Public lighting - 100.000/300.000 kWh; 50/150 t CO2eq (accomplished/4Y plan)
 Public building reconstruction – 30%
 Reconstruction of the sewage and water supply system - 30%
Pirovac
 Public lighting – 10-20% - 30-60 t CO2eq
 Public building reconstruction – 20-30%
 Reconstruction of the sewage and water supply system - n/a
Rakovica
 Public lighting –15-20% - 20 t CO2eq
 Public building reconstruction – 20 %
 District heating system on biomass – 20-40%
 Reconstruction of the sewage and water supply system - n/a
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RESULTS AT COUNTRY LEVEL
-

-

MODEL results and MODEL charters are recognized on national level as a document which
are suitable for application for national environmental fund.
MODEL survey and participants feedback give us potential for development MODEL project
idea as well as prove that significant cities are interested in municipal energy planning.
Inspired by the IEE MODEL Municipality intelligent energy days, Rakovica municipality has
decided to conduct a programme of continuous education about RES, EE and
environmental protection.
With MODEL project LAs are recognised as a suitable partner for further EU and National
projects (IPA, IEEE,…) and partnerships - REGEA (Regional Energy Agency), Fund for
environmental protection EIHP.
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CZECH REPUBLIC

RESULTS OF THE PILOT CITIES
-

-

In 5 cities a special trainings and seminars have been realized. More than 50 municipal
officers, representatives and other workers have participated on the trainings.
The training was supported by a complex Handbook for municipal energy managers, which
was created within the MODEL projects especially for Czech municipalities.
In all the 5 pilot cities energy manager or energy management unit has been set.
In 4 cities (Vsetín, Praha-Libus, Jilemnice and Koprivnice) the training and other activities
within the project made the city representatives start to collect and evaluate energy
consumption data by a special software tool. This is a solid basis for a long-term energy
management.
In 4 pilot cities the Municipal Energy Plan and Action Plan has been elaborated.

RESULTS AT COUNTRY LEVEL
PORSENNA o.p.s. has realised a survey on communal
energetics. 53 questionnaires were received, and the
main deliverables were as following. These results are a
very useful basis for further cooperation not only with the
MODEL pilot cities, but with all municipalities within the
Czech Republic:
- yet there are no long-term plans, strategies and
goals in the field of communal energetics in most
of the cities,
- lack of expert human resources within the city
offices. In most of the cases, there is no person in
charge of energy management in the city,
- most of the cities have data concerning the building and municipal property sector
consumption, but less cities have data about energy savings potential (37 %) or RES
potential (25 %),
- most of the cities addressed (75 %) do not use appropriate indicators,
- on the other hand, most of the cities (90 %) think such indicators are necessary for basic
energy planning and energy management,
- low level of awareness within municipalities of energy savings and RES,
Grant Agreement n° EIE/07/110/SI2.466269
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-

only 14 % of municipalities take part in any campaign informing the public about energy
savings and RES,
the most frequently used financial sources for energy projects are budget sources, the least
used is third-party financing (EPC, PPP),
municipalities prefer financing energy savings to RES projects,
municipalities approve establishing an energy-manager position within the city office,
the most useful data are data about energy consumption, energy costs and energy savings
potential,
energy savings are not yet widely understood as energy sources.

To overcome such as starting barriers, it can be recommended for national authorities to:
- demand the minimum standard of energy awareness trainings to be realized for municipal
representatives in accordance to the duty of them to increase their qualification,
- on the national level coordinate strategic documents concerning energy topics, they are still
developed as separated documents of involved ministries,
- during the process of National Energy Conception updating set up the potential and
quantitative goals of energy savings for municipal sector and develop tools for its
realization,
- agree on quantitative goals in terms of energy savings, sustainable buildings and start to
act now, not postpone these goals,
- developed in competence of Ministry of Regional Development national strategy for
improvement of energy efficiency of construction sector,
- do not use exception of consumption taxes to other than renewable energy sources, there
is still exception for natural gas in the Czech Republic,
- finance pilot investment and non-investment projects from the partial revenues of
Environmental Tax Reform, or to use for support of project documentation of low-energy
standard buildings,
- develop framework for regular monitoring of energy efficiency of construction sector on the
national level from the site of Ministry of Regional Development and Building municipal
offices, concrete realizations are not still systematic monitored.

RESULTS OF THE ORGANISATION
The main results for PORSENNA o.p.s. are as following:
- within the MODEL project, a Handbook for Energy Managers has been created, which can
be used in other cities in the Czech Republic,
- during the MODEL project and negotiations with the pilot cities, PORSENNA o.p.s. has
gained many experiences, which were used by developing the software tool for energy
management,
- several projects with the MODEL pilot
cities continue even when the project is
over, for example:
o collaboration with three MODEL
pilot cities (Vsetín, Praha-Libuš
and Jilemnice) continues even
after the MODEL project is
finished. These cities started to
use special energy management
software
developed
by
PORSENNA o.p.s., and our
company will provide them related
services and hotline,
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o
o

in the city of Jilemnice, PORSENNA o.p.s. is participating on a project of a solar
thermic district heating system,
PORSENNA o.p.s will continue with trainings of municipal energy managers and
dissemination of the Handbook for Municipal Energy Managers, which was
elaborated within the MODEL project. According to our experience, the handbook is
an appropriate tool for basic education in communal energetics and for the
awareness rising of municipal officers and representatives.
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LATVIA

Jēkabpils

Tukums

Valmiera

Valka

Viļāni

RESULTS OF THE PILOT CITIES
The set up of Energy Management Units /appointment of Energy Managers in the pilot cities
EMU set up in Tukums, Jēkabpils and Valmiera and consultative specialized structures in Viļāni
and Valka. In all 5 pilot cities are appointed an Energy Manager.
Training of EM
In addition to 5 Energy Managers to 11 municipality experts were presented MEP idea and they
were trained in the use of it and wider distribution. Taking into account that in none of these
municipalities till now there was no practice to develop separate MEP activities of EM turned
energy planning in municipality in totally different professional channel.
Municipal Energy Information System
In all municipalities was organized development of systematized data base about municipality
properties:
- Municipal Energy Programmes and Annual Action Plans are developed and will be officially
adopted in 3 pilot cities.
- The major foreseen actions in MEPs and annual APs are as follow:
o Renovation of public buildings (schools, preschool education institutions, sport halls,
hospitals, culture centres, administrative buildings, social houses...) based on energy
audits;
o Renovation of heating mains and systems;
o Development and updating the Municipal Energy Database;
o Information supply for citizens about energy efficiency raising possibilities in their
houses, about rational use of energy and RES;
o Development of environment monitoring and control system in the municipality;
o Development of municipality water management system;
o Development of standardized procedure for dealing with energy questions;
o Modernization of lighting of the streets (use of effective lighting; development of street
lightening system plan);
o Modernization of waste management;
o Implementation of program for heat insulation of buildings;
o Organization of MIEDs, campaigns, competitions…;
o Attracting of co-financing from EU funds for energy efficiency projects;
o Activization of cross border cooperation in energy issues (e.g. between neighbouring
cities Valka (LV) – Valga (EST)).
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Concrete actions
1/ Awareness raising campaigns – Municipal Intelligent Energy Days
The 8 MIEDs in total were organised in 5 pilot cities in 2008 and 2009. Around 1630 people
attended these events in the pilot cities. The largest number of visitors was in Vilani (till 1000
participants) on August 10, 2008 and most attractive program was in Valka on May 3, 2008.
There were signed 7 partnerships with local or national stakeholders for organizing the MIED.
There was developed formal partnership agreement with 12 major partners.
All (5) the pilot cities applied for the MODEL awards in 2008 and 3 for the MODEL awards in 2009
(Jekabpils, Tukums and Valmiera). In 2008 Valka received the 4th prize in the “Best Municipal
Intelligent Energy Days" category of the MODEL Awards.

MIED in Valka

MIED in Viļāni

2/ MODEL has influenced the municipalities to participate in the Covenant of Mayors
initiative
3 of the 5 municipalities involved in the MODEL process during the project have also signed the
Covenant of Mayors. (Jēkabpils on March 18, 2009, Valmiera on March 19, 2009 and Tukums on
September 24, 2009). In these municipalities are developed Sustainable Energy Action Plans
using knowledge gained in MODEL.
3/ MODEL project was presented in 3 National Conferences:
Conference "Social responsibility of companies in crisis"; Conference "REAL ESTATE AND
CONSTRUCTION IN THE BALTICS 2010" and in Conference „Cooperation of Municipalities – new
solution for development”
Since March, 2009 Jekabpils city has joined „Display® - European Public Buildings Campaign”.
In pilot cities 27 municipality buildings publicly are displaying energy performance (Jekabpils – 7,
Valmiera – 6, Tukums – 5, Vilani – 4, Valka – 5);

RESULTS AT COUNTRY LEVEL
Main results of the survey about the number of municipalities consulted and their feedback
Electronic message with explanation and Survey was sent to 7 biggest Latvian cities and 106
newly created regions (ie., all Latvian municipalities except 5 pilot cities). The survey response rate
was – 46 %, 38 municipalities declared that they are interested in using the CFM and other tools
designed in the frame of MODEL and 32 requested support from SEF. 21 respondents declared
that their municipality is a part of a sustainable energy management initiative.
- SEF has developed very successful cooperation with The Latvian Association of Local
and Regional Governments and based on this cooperation the results achieved by the pilot
municipalities could be easily replicated in all Latvian municipalities.
- In the framework of MODEL project developed methodological material “Municipal energy
planning” has received positive feedback from Energy Department of the Ministry of
Economics of the Republic of Latvia, Climate Policy and Technology Department of the
Ministry of Environments of the Republic of Latvia, the Ministry of Regional Development
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-

-

-

and Local Government of the Republic of Latvia and Committee of Technical problems of
The Latvian Association of Local and Regional Governments.
Taking into account situation, when in Latvia was realized Regional Municipal Reform and
in territory of Latvia are developed 105 new municipalities, dissemination of information
about MODEL results is very important. Therefore SEF in the dissemination of this
information involved official institutions: The Latvian Association of Local and Regional
Governments (LALRG); The Ministry of Economics, The Ministry of Regional Development
and Local Government, Ministry of the Environment and Association of Big Cities.
Latvian municipalities thanks to tighter discipline of documents, which are foreseen in the
implementation of MEP, average about 30% increased amount of external investments for
dealing with energy issues.
Thanks to project activities developed direct cooperation between Latvian municipalities
and municipalities from other countries and Energy Agencies (e.g., Jēkabpils and KREA
cooperation in the development of MEP).

RESULTS FOR SEF
-

-

Raised competence of SEF team in the energy issues.
Made and strengthened cooperation with municipalities; Ministries, governmental
institutions, local Energy Agencies.
SEF has engaged in promotion of Covenant of Mayors initiative and has sent informative
letter to all Latvian municipalities to promote both the Covenant initiative and MODEL.
Received board information about actual problems in energy field in Latvian municipalities,
which would be base for preparing further energy efficiency projects.
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LITHUANIA
RESULTS OF THE PILOT CITIES
-

-

-

-

One energy management unit (EMU) in Kaunas and three appointed energy managers
(EM) in Alytus, Birštonas, Prienai. For small municipalities in Lithuania (as Prienai and
Birštonas) it was unusual to have person responsible for energy. Usually many different
departments from municipal administration were responsible for different fields in energy
sector.
Municipal Energy Programmes, Action and Investment Plans were developed in 4 pilot
cities. Energy programmes was like a first point from which municipalities started their
sustainable energy development. Main themes described in Municipal Energy
Programmes:
o Energy producers and consumers;
o Overall energy consumption;
o Overall CO2 emissions;
o Energy balance;
o RES potential;
o Measures of CO2 reduction.
Since MODEL project started energy performances (heating sector) in pilot cities have been
improved:
o 3,2 % of CO2 reduction in Kaunas municipality;
o 4,3 %of CO2 reduction in Alytus municipality;
o 6,6 % of CO2 reduction in Prienai district municipality;
o 42 % of CO2 reduction in Birštonas municipality.
Municipal Energy Information Systems established in all 4 pilot cities.
4 Municipal Intelligent Energy Days organized. In total more than 2 200 citizens participated
in these events. All MIEDs filmed and widely described in local press (even national
television made reportage from MIED 2009 in Kaunas).

MIED 2009 in Kaunas

-

20 public buildings were involved in Display® campaign. Twenty schools and kindergartens
in Kaunas municipality displayed their energy performances publicly.
By participating in MODEL project and having Municipal Energy Programme Birštonas
municipality expressed wish next year to become member of Covenant of Mayors.
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RESULTS AT COUNTRY LEVEL
-

-

MODEL conferences/seminars helped to contact many representatives from different
municipalities in Lithuania. Experience of MODEL pilot cities convinced them to take
actions in sustainable energy development.
Participation in MODEL project helped to spread information about Covenant of Mayors not
only in pilot cities, but also in many different municipalities, that are connected to KREA.
Participation in this project deepened knowledge of energy strategy preparation and
organization of public events. MODEL methodology is being used for SEAP preparation of
other municipalities in Lithuania. Experience got by organizing Municipal Intelligent Energy
Days KREA will be used in new upcoming European project “Energy for Mayors”.

MODEL pilot cities in Lithuania
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POLAND
RESULTS OF THE PILOT CITIES
-

-

-

-

Energy managers were hired and trained in all Polish pilot cities (8 pilot
cities): it is a novelty in Poland where energy-related activities are
usually carried out by many different municipal units and are not
coordinated. With their actions Energy Managers from pilot cities prove
that there is a need for such specialists.
Municipal Energy Information Systems were developed in 6 Polish pilot
cities : recently two Polish pilot cities (Niepołomice and Dzierżoniów)
Stanisław Nowacki,
decided to expand their MEIS by introducing on-line monitoring of
Energy Manager from
energy consumption (Niepołomice will introduce monitoring in all
Niepołomice
municipal buildings while Dzierżoniów will introduce monitoring in all
school buildings).
Municipal Energy Programmes and Annual Action Plans were developed in 6 Polish pilot
cities (and officially adopted in 4) : most common measures and activities for energy
efficiency and RES use that Polish pilot cities envisaged in their Municipal Energy
Programmes and Annual Action Plans include:
o thermal retrofit of selected municipal buildings;
o maintaining and updating the Municipal Energy Database;
o carrying out energy audits and development of energy labels for selected municipal
buildings;
o analysis of agreements with energy suppliers (to check if the terms of the agreement
optimal);
o inventory of internal lighting in municipal buildings and analysis of energy saving
potential in internal lighting (ex. replacing old lamps with energy efficient ones,
optimization of the number and positions of light spots);
o preparation and dissemination of training materials for municipal building users and
teaching them how to use energy rationally;
o cyclic organization of Municipal Intelligent Energy Days;
o cyclic preparation and dissemination of a free newsletter on energy saving;
o establishment of a section on municipal website devoted to energy saving in everyday
life;
o organization of trips for students of local schools during which they will see different
RES installations.
4 Polish pilot cities organized MIEDs in 2008 and 5 pilot
cities organized MIEDs in 2009. In total more than 1 700
people participated in these events and about 23 000
people were addressed;

MIED in Gorlice. Drawing contest
for the youngest participants
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-

-

-

All Polish cities which took part in the MODEL
project became very aware of their responsibilities
concerning climate change. Now that they have
new capacities and resources (MIEDB, energy
managers, MEPs) they wish to establish and
achieve new energy and climate goals. 5 out of 8
Polish pilot cities (Bielawa, Dzierżoniów, Ełk,
Niepołomice and Raciechowice), inspired by
MIED in Bielawa. Participants visit
MODEL project, have joined the Covenant of
solar installation at the roof of the
Mayors, an ambitious European initiative for
school
climate protection.
MEPs developed within the frameworks of the MODEL project will enable pilot cities to
achieve both energy and money savings. Estimated average level of energy and CO2
savings is nearly 11% and estimated average level of money savings is
nearly 12%;
Polish pilot cities
Thanks to the MODEL project Polish pilot cities were
given the opportunity to exchange experiences
concerning energy management with other East and
Central European cities which will help them better deal
with energy problems.

RESULTS AT COUNTRY LEVEL
-

Answers to the MODEL survey and feedback given by
participants of the events where MODEL project was
presented prove that more and more cities are interested in municipal energy
planning which – at present – doesn’t exist in most of the Polish cities. Now they will be
able to take advantage of the experiences made and documents developed (Guide on
municipal energy planning, instructions on how to organize MIEDs, etc.) within the
frameworks of the MODEL project in order to implement similar actions.

RESULTS OF THE ORGANISATION
-

Realization of the MODEL project helped PNEC strengthen its cooperation with member
municipalities and foreign partners acting in the field of sustainable energy.
Realization of the MODEL project also strengthened PNEC
as a Supporting Structure of the Covenant of Mayors.
Thanks to the MODEL project PNEC gained expertise and
experiences which help it better support Polish Covenant
Signatories. For instance:
o CFM is used during development of SEAPs;
o experiences gained during organization of MIEDs are
used during organization of Energy Days or
Mariusz Pach, Deputy Mayor of
Covenant Days.
Bielawa, and Marek Gabzdyl,
Mayor of Raciechowice after
signing the Covenant of Mayors
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ROMANIA

Aiud

Baia Mare

Braşov

Sector I, Buc.

Deva

Târgovişte

RESULTS OF THE PILOT CITIES
The set up of Energy Management Units /appointment of Energy Managers in the 6 pilot
cities
As a result of the MODEL project, in 3 of the 6 pilot cities the municipal energy management is
done by local EMA, while in the other 3 the municipality appointed an energy manager or created a
team that functions as an EMU. Two major training sessions and an additional 2 EMS (energy
management system) training sessions were organized at Brasov, the HQ of OER, for all the
representatives of the pilot cities energy management units, for the energy managers and EMAs in
charge with the implementation of MODEL. The OER technical office representatives traveled 9
times to the pilot cities for assistance, training and in order to facilitate the adoption and
implementation of the MODEL process at the local level.
Municipal Energy Information System developed in all 6 pilot cities
The EMS (Energy Management Software) developed by the Brasov EMA was the MIES tool used
by all pilot cities in the project. All pilot cities were granted access free of charge to the on-line tool
and they used it as the basis for the MEP design and monitoring of energy consumption in all
public buildings.
Municipal Energy Programmes and Annual Action Plans were developed in 5 pilot cities
(officially adopted in 4) – common measures and activities in MEPs and APs:
-

Rehabilitation of public buildings and heating systems that reduce energy and heat losses
Energy and Water Consumption Monitoring,
Introduction of RES - Solar Power for hot water in public buildings,
Retrofitting of schools - thermal insulation, heating systems, lighting,
Promoting efficient solutions for household energy use,
Street planning for traffic improvement,
Identify potential use of renewable energy sources and increase the necessary
preconditions for their use,
Improve service quality and efficiency of its public lighting,
Implement measures for energy efficiency, RES projects and green procurement in the
administrative buildings of the municipality,
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-

Improve the overall use of resources at the districts level via measures in the field of
mobility, transport, public services, public lighting etc,
Education, awareness, disseminating results and promoting measures to involve citizens,
Inform and motivate the citizens, businesses and other stakeholders regarding the proper
use of energy and other resources,
Maintaining and updating the Municipal Energy Database.

Awareness raising campaigns – Municipal Intelligent Energy Days
The MIEDs were organised in 5 pilot cities in 2008 and 2009. Around 3340 people attended these
events in the pilot cities and 43 partnerships were signed with local or national stakeholders. 3 of
the pilot cities applied for the MODEL awards in 2008 and 2009 (Brasov, Aiud and Baia Mare). In
2008 Brasov received the second prize in the “Best Municipal Intelligent Energy Days" category of
the MODEL Awards and in 2009 it received the second prize for Best MODEL city. In 2008 Baia
Mare received the third prize in the “Best Municipal Intelligent Energy Days" category of the
MODEL Awards.
MODEL has influenced the municipalities to continue
their actions via similar activities or initiatives - The
Covenant of Mayors
5 of the 6 municipalities involved in the MODEL process
have also signed the Covenant of Mayors. The lessons
learned and the tools created in the MODEL project will
help smooth the development and implementation of this
initiative. OER is one of the support structures for the
Covenant in Romania.

RESULTS AT COUNTRY LEVEL
OER sent the survey to 54 municipalities in Romania including its members that were not part of
the MODEL project. The survey response rate was lower than expected – 25 %, but the feedback
was positive. All of the municipalities that responded declared that they were interested in using
the CFM and other tools designed in the frame of MODEL and requested support from OER. 35%
of the respondents declared that their municipality was not part of a sustainable energy
management initiative.
OER was consulted in the creation of the framework agreement between the Swiss federal council
and the government of Romania concerning the implementation of the Swiss-Romanian
cooperation programme to reduce economic and social disparities within the enlarged European
Union on the Environment and Infrastructure section of
the programme. As a result the one of eligibility criteria for
the Romanian municipalities is their proven engagement in
energy efficient city management –SEAP – and the active
involvement in a network – such as OER or Energy-Cities.
Municipalities from Romania are more and more active in
the field of energy. 13 municipalities have signed the
Covenant of Mayors. The MODEL tools (CFM, MIED) will
serve as valuable instruments for the achievement of the
Covenant’s targets in Romania.
Romanian Model Team
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RESULTS FOR THE ORGANISATION
For the national coordinator – OER – the MODEL project is the first large scale initiative it had
managed. This strengthened the capacity of the network and posed new challenges to the
technical staff. Working with different municipalities has proven to be difficult at times, but
coordinating the process revealed that even though there are particularities to each city the energy
issues they face are similar and this is why the MODEL process could be implemented easily in all
the pilot cities.
Concrete results include
The MODEL project concepts and results were disseminated at the OER national conferences in
2009 and 2010 to an audience comprising of elected representatives of 28 Romanian
municipalities, representatives of municipal technical offices, representatives of companies, press
and regional and national stakeholders and authorities in the field of energy and environment.
Since the project started the OER network has grown in size – 30 members now – largely due to
the results and instruments created in the frame of MODEL. Several cities are interested in joining
the network in order to receive the CFM and support from the technical office in designing and
implementing their MEPs (for example, Bucharest sector 4).
Due to the experience acquired in the MODEL project OER became one of the supporting
structures for the Covenant of Mayors in Romania and has since used the available
communication channels (website, mailing list, press) to promote both the Covenant initiative and
MODEL. The MIEDs and the awards received by two of the six pilot cities in MODEL have been a
great opportunity to promote the project and to facilitate the adoption of measures via the positive
image boost for the winning and participating municipalities and their elected representatives. For
example, in 2009, Brasov has organized the first eco film festival, “Kron Film Fest” - a 2 day event
in which 4 environment themed films were screened for the public. The event was highly promoted
by the local media, using conventional and unconventional instruments, and has proven to be a
real success. Two municipalities became interested in organizing a similar event in their cities and
asked the OER to offer them support. The Brasov municipality decided to make the film festival an
annual event and to organize it even after the MOEL project ended. This will help carry on the
concepts of the project and involve even more citizens in energy saving activities.
Some municipalities are interested in securing contracts with OER for the development of their
MEPs and SEAPs. For example, Săcele – a small municipality in the Brasov metropolitan area – is
going to sign a contract with the technical staff of OER in order to develop its MEP. Other
municipalities are interested in acquiring access to the EMS software. All these will help strengthen
OER and secure the financial means needed for the network to grow and to continue its work in
the field of sustainable energy development.
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SLOVENIA

RESULTS OF THE PILOT CITIES
At the beginning of the MODEL project in 5 pilot cities were appointed: 4 EMUs and 1 EM:
Three MODEL pilot cities (Cankova, Moravske Toplice and
Puconci) chose Local Energy Agency Pomurje to
become their Energy Management Unit

Energy Agency for Koroška, Savinjska and Šaleška regions
(KSSENA) became EMU for the pilot city of Velenje

Andrej Subašič was elected an Energy Manager in the Municipality of
Gornja Radgona
-

-

All 5 pilot cities realised the crucial role of the EM / EMU in their LAs for MEPs
development and the following AP implementation process as well as to be in charge for all
the energy issues in municipalities.
4 trainings for EMs and municipal officers from pilot cities were organised.
All 5 MEPs, APs and IPs were adopted and being implemented.
Energy bookkeeping / energy databases were established in all 5 pilot cities by 2010.
All 5 pilot cities have started to use more external financial support since 2007 for the
local EE projects, which was on the lower level before (12 EE projects since 2007).
55 public buildings were involved into the Display® campaign for energy certification.
Awareness raising: all 5 pilot cities organised 13 MIEDs and more than 3.000 citizens in
Pomurje took part in the MODEL MIEDs 2008-2009, while the citizens started to use their
recommendations and outcomes relatively afterwards.
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-

-

-

-

-

Since 2007, the following municipal performances have been improved: up to 8 % of CO2
savings in the municipal properties (heating and lighting), up to 8 % of money savings in the
municipal properties.
40 public buildings were involved into the Display® campaign (40 posters published on).
Since 2009 the reduction of water use (up to 4,55 %), CO2 emissions (7,39 %) and energy
(3,65%) within all 40 public buildings have been registered together. More energy
certificates for Velenje public buildings are currently under the preparation.
3 MIEDs and other similar initiatives intended to the citizens awareness raising in the field
of energy were successfully implemented (Municipality of Velenje won an Energy Trophy
Award in 2009 for the Best campaign devoted to the awareness of employees on efficient
energy issues).
KSSENA won the 2nd prize in the category the “Best Energy Management Unit” at the
MODEL Award competition 2008.
Velenje won the 3rd prize in the category the “Best MODEL City” at the MODEL Award
competition 2009.
The city of Velenje joined the Covenant of Mayors on 4 May, 2010 in Brussels.
Velenje has essentially become a “model” for the rest pilot cities on the national level and
wider on the European level.
Total EE retrofitting of the public Kindergarten in passive standard in 2009. Afterwards, the
energy situation was significantly improved “Towards Class A” according to the Display®
campaign. This served as Shining Example to another public kindergarten in Tišina, where
the total EE renovation is planned in 2010.
Windows replacement in the Municipal building.
Public lighting renovation program.
Installation of a solar power station and low-energy renovation in the Primary school.
Energy renovation of the Kindergarten in Martjanci and Primary school in Prosenjakovci.
Public lighting renovation program.
EE Retrofitting of the development center "Oaza zdravja" in Tešanovci.
Establishment of a biogas plant in Motvarjevci.
EE renovation of the sports hall in the Eco-primary school Puconci.
Installation of 2 solar power stations in the Primary schools of Puconci and Bodonci.
Photovoltaic module installation in the purifying plant.
Public lighting renovation program.
Cankova won a special mention in recognition of the overall quality of its commitments and
achievements at the MODEL Award Competition 2009 as one of the smallest municipalities
in the MODEL project (2.150 inhabitants).

RESULTS AT REGIONAL LEVEL
-

-

-

Thanks to the developed useful tools of the
MODEL project Development Agency Sinergija
is going to assist the rest 23 LAs (from 27) in
the Pomurje region on the field of energy.
Sinergija started to deal with the energy
database of public buildings also in other
municipalities of Pomurje beyond the MODEL
project during the year 2009-2010, even on the
upgraded level.
Development Agency Sinergija is going to organize similar trainings for EMs and other
representatives from local authorities in the rest 23 municipalities in the Pomurje region on
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-

-

the basis of the developed groundwork (MEP brochure, MEIS, CD-ROM, Display®
campaign, Shining Examples, MIED strategy), but within other current projects.
The conception of 13 MIEDs stimulated 6 other local municipalities in Pomurje (Radenci,
Rogašovci, Kuzma, Lendava, Šalovci, Beltinci) to implement similar Energy Days there as
well as to transform this event into Natural Science Days and “Change Black into Green”
action on the long-term period to be an additional subject in the regional kindergartens and
schools.
After highlighting the Free advisory service on the energy saving subjects and RES & RUE
exploitation among the citizens in 5 pilot cities, we also recorded the growing demand on
Free advisory service among the citizens in other municipalities of Pomurje. Such
consultations and even workshops have practise now in Pomurje on the continuative base.

RESULTS AT COUNTRY LEVEL
-

-

-

-

2 Covenant of Mayors were signed: Ljubljana – in February 10, 2009 and Velenje - in May
4, 2010
The MEIS is one of the major topics, which is under consideration in the Ministry of
Environment and Spatial Planning (AURE department) in Slovenia: the MEIS is expected to
be the obligatory part of each national MEP in the nearest future.
A prompt and lively interest from the Slovenian LAs towards the MODEL conception and
tools aroused after Sinergija disseminated the MODEL
surveys throughout all 211 LAs (47 positive responses
were received that makes 24 % of feedbacks instead
of 20 % required by the project). 15 LAs were
especially interested in the project tools, so they
required the additional information on different topics.
The special interest was also shown from Ljubljana,
the capital of the Republic of Slovenia. Sinergija
received the suggestion for common future
cooperation in similar EE projects. Such new
established relation helped Sinergija to get the needed
information and to contribute to the TIME magazine.
At least 20 times the MODEL banner was used at the different local/regional/national
events for the better promotion of the MODEL project.
At least 37 press-releases/articles about MODEL were published in media
(local/regional/national websites, newspapers, bulletins, gazettes, radio channels,
magazines) and informed more than 300.000 readers/computer users.
At least 10 times the MODEL project, its activities and results were introduced / promoted at
the country level: 2x – at national conferences (in Ljubljana and in Celje), 1x – for the
Chinese Ambassador and representatives of the Slovenian National Council (in Pomurje
region), 2x – at the International Fair of Agriculture and Food (in Gornja Radgona), 1x – at
the Fair of Construction and Building Materials (in Gornja Radgona), 2x – during Mobility
Weeks in Maribor (2nd biggest city in Slovenia) and Murska Sobota (the main city of the
Pomurje region), 1x – for the group of LAs from Croatia (in Pomurje region), 1x - in the
Chamber of Commerce and Industry of Slovenia (in Ljubljana).
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RESULTS OF THE ORGANISATION
-

-

Thanks to the active efforts of RA Sinergija the
“theoretical” municipal energy action plans are turned
into real action and municipalities set sustainable
energy development as their number one priority.
They realise that it is a unique economic opportunity
for their communities. Involvement of citizens and the
concept of MIED were integrated in their local
strategies and the new EU energy projects. The
Operation Programme Regional Development
(Structural funds) integrates energy efficiency and
renewable energy measures in rural areas.
The LEA Pomurje as EMU significantly improved its cooperation with the municipalities of
Cankova, Puconci and Moravske Toplice, so that it will stay in charge for all the energy
issues for them also after the MODEL project on permanent terms. Afterwards, LEA
Pomurje also became EMU and started preparing the MEPs for 15 additional municipalities.
LEA Pomurje also strengthened its business relationship with KSSENA that became their
partner in a number of joint EE projects.
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Report realised by Energy Cities
and the partners of the MODEL project
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